
ESSAY ABOUT INDIA TOURISM

Essay No. Tourism is one of the fastest growing industries of the world. It plays a vital role in the economic development
of a country. India is.

India has a growing medical tourism sector. Goa promotes water sports like sailing scuba diving and rafting. It
reviews the tourist trends and suggests appropriate measures. Rajasthan Tourism Development Corporation
offers attractive package for the conference organized by the corporate sector, government department at
selected tourist sports. The Tourism Advisory Board recommends measures for promotion of tourist traffic in
India. Every region is identified with its handicrafts ,fairs, folk dances , music and its people. We can remove
all such obstacles for promoting tourism, if the people, the government, and all those involved in the tourism
industry work together honestly and whole heartedly. By , it is expected to provide 25 million jobs. In the
early stages, pilgrimage-based tourism was only of domestic nature but during recent years, a large number of
foreign tourists have also started visiting places of pilgrimage. Constructed back in the ninth and tenth
centuries, these buildings keep the history of India and will not leave even the most demanding tourist
uninterested. Though India has been subjected to a series of invasions, she has retained her originality even
after absorbing the best of the external influences. Over million international tourists, visit different parts of
the world every year in order to satiate their desire to know the world. When the world ears a lot through the
tourism, the share of lndia is nearly less than 0. The recently announced Industrial Policy, has accorded
priority to the Hotel Industry. The splendor of Taj Mahal, ancient architectural beauty of Ajanta, Ellora caves,
the temples of Tamilnadu, the fort places of Rajasthan, the flora and fauna of Kanyakumari, the Puri temple of
, the hill stations of Ooty, Darjeeling, Kodaikanal, Shimla, Manali, the show mountains of Himalayas, all are
such attraction for the tourists, rarely found in other country or continent to the world. Kashmir is the paradise
for domestic and international tourists. For a better growth the department divided different places in different
sections like spiritual tourism spa tourism eco tourism and adventure tourism. In India, earnings to the
government and people from tourism as compared to such countries are only fractional. Such a small country
like Singapore with population of just 35 lacs, attracts more than one crore tourists each year. These old
structures where one finds the splendor yesteryears are extremely popular with the tourists. Foreign exchange
earnings from this industry for  Come, Seek and Discover. These things fascinate travelers to come here.
Throughout the country there are numerous beauty and scenic spots. Words are few to explain the beauty of
India. The natural beauty of India, festivals, dresses, heritage sites of India are very popular among tourists.
India is really a gorgeous place of beaches, amazing monuments, breathtaking temples and architectural
mosques, ash smeared sadhus and beyond the entire of magnificent Taj. Some of the places that attract a huge
number of tourists are Agra, Jaipur jhansi , hyderabad, Nalanda, Mysore, Delhi , Mahabaleshwar , A
urangabad , etc. The peace efforts, improving the relation with neighboring countries may have a positive
effect in this direction. Essay Topic: Tourism Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! India is one
of the popular tourist destinations in Asia. Our embassies should supply to the people and governments of
other countries all the important information regarding objects and places which can attract the tourists. These
corporations initiate several attractive schemes for the tourists, in a bid to promote tourism in the State. The
central plan outlay for the development of tourism was Rs crore during , which was quite less comparing to
other developing countries. Related posts:. The slogan of this campaign is Athithi Devoh Bhaboh. Everyone
should realize that tourism not only helps us earn money and foreign exchange but also generates
employment, and thus enhance the living standard of the people. Under the ninth plan the Central Government
has taken up steps to develop selected centres and circuits through effective coordination and cooperation of
State Governments and private agencies.


